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The Bait: Honeypot on AWS with Apache Struts
CVE-2017-5638 - Equifax Vulnerability

Ubuntu 16.04 server open to the Internet on port 22 and 8080.  SSH authentication restricted with SSH key and was 
not exploited.  No DNS was registered, just a public IP.  Struts vulnerability enables remote code execution without any 
need for authentication.









             

The Investigation: Process Behavior Forensics
Tetration quickly highlights the initial exploit by recording an “Unseen Command”.  Unseen command is one of a number of behavioral rules that Tetration
leverages to log potentially malicious behavior on an endpoint.  Correlating that with malicious network activity brings us to the details of the initial exploit 
quickly.  All investigative data below can also send to a SEIM.

Step 1:

• The attacker exploits Apache Struts running within the tomcat process 
to execute remote code.

• The attacker then immediately uses “wget” to download an 
application called “miniTools” from a web server in China.

• At this point, appropriate outbound firewall rules implemented by the 
Tetration agent would have prevented the payload from being 
downloaded.



             

The Investigation: Process Behavior Forensics
Tetration quickly highlights the initial exploit by recording an “Unseen Command”.  Unseen command is one of a number of behavioral rules that Tetration
leverages to log potentially malicious behavior on an endpoint.  Correlating that with malicious network activity brings us to the details of the initial exploit 
quickly.

Step 2:

• The attacker exploits Apache Struts running within the tomcat process 
to execute remote code.

• The attacker changes the permissions on “miniTools” to make it 
executable.



             

The Investigation: Process Behavior Forensics
Tetration quickly highlights the initial exploit by recording an “Unseen Command”.  Unseen command is one of a number of behavioral rules that Tetration
leverages to log potentially malicious behavior on an endpoint.  Correlating that with malicious network activity brings us to the details of the initial exploit 
quickly.

Step 3:

• The attacker exploits Apache Struts running within the tomcat process to 
execute remote code.

• The attacker runs  “miniTools” by executing “./miniTools” against the shell.

• This then becomes a control point, and we start seeing command and control 
traffic from this process.

• When “miniTools” launches, it also initiates several sub-processes which create 
persistence by adding it to ”init.d” so that it runs even if the server reboots.



             

The Investigation: Network Behavior Forensics
Pivoting to “Related Flow Search Events” from the Security Dashboard, and filtering for traffic initiated by “miniTools” we see Command & Control traffic begin, 
connecting back to the same IP from which the payload was downloaded.  This C&C traffic is over outbound port 48080 and also would have been blocked by 
Tetrtion-managed Application Segmentation policy.



             

The Investigation: Network Behavior Forensics
Cross-referencing with Cisco Talos IP Reputation indicates that this is not a currently known C&C, but it has been blacklisted in the past.



             

The Investigation: Network Behavior Forensics
Further investigation with Flow Search shows several DoS instances prior to the instance reported by Amazon.  Multiple addresses were targeted across 
multiple ports and protocols with most of the destinations in China.  Again, restricting outbound network connectivity with Tetration-managed segmentation 
controls would likely have prevented this phase of the attack.



             

The Investigation: Process Hash
Pivoting to look at threat intelligence on the process itself.  Tetration did not flag any blacklist process hash anomalies.  This means that the hash was not 
present in the NIST RDS.  Pivoting to VirusTotal and Cisco Talos, it appears that the community is also not aware of the hash. This could be because the 
payload new or it is polymorphic (can change it’s binary) making it difficult to detect with hash-oriented techniques. 
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/metamorphic-and-polymorphic-malware

Tetration Process Inventory

Cisco TalosVirusTotal



             

The Investigation: Process Hash
File hash was marked as malicious by the broader community a few days after Tetration’s initial exploit detection.





             

The Investigation: Supporting Data
Tetration also collects a process snapshot for each host.  This is not intended for historical forensics, but since the “miniTools” was persistent, we can see 
it as part of the tree.  We also see that is a direct child of ”systemd” and is no longer dependent on the original Apache Struts exploit.



             

Part 2: The Cryptominer



             

Threat Hunting
Looking at flows from the compromised server in Part 1 shows an odd change in baseline traffic on March 15th around 8:30AM.  We also see that there are 
several odd outbound ports (TCP 4441 and TCP 3333) making up a large portion of the flows for the time period.  This behavior started BEFORE our 
confirmed breach in Part 1 and deserve further investigation.  Because these are new ports, Tetration-managed segmentation controls would likely have 
prevented this phase of the attack.



             

The Alert

We can also quickly see why this was marked as a policy violation: 
whether it was an explicit or implicit deny, and whether there are 
potential policy conflicts.  In this scenario, traffic to the Internet was 
specifically granularly permitted, and Tetration alerted on new 
connections via the implicit deny.

Tetration Policy Compliance

Policy Compliance monitoring was enabled on the application.  Compliance monitoring maps actual behavior against either a baseline or configured policy for 
an application and can alert whenever there is a new behavior that violates the policy.  We can see immediately that a spike in out-of-compliance traffic was 
generated and map to the behavior seen during threat hunting.  These compliance violations can generate alerts to be sent to a SEIM.



             

The Investigation: Network Behavior Forensics
Pivoting in Flow Search, we look at the ports of interest to determine the processes are communicating over those connections and find the following 
interesting process.

TCP Port 4441:

• A recurring cURL to a malicious IP

New connection 
every minute





             

The Investigation: A Cryptominer!



             

The Investigation: Process Behavior Forensics
Now let’s take a look at the host during the time period where we began to see the malicious traffic to get a better understanding of the malware and how the 
host was compromised and how it is executing on the server.

Step 1:

• The attacker exploits Apache Struts running within the tomcat process 
to execute remote code.

• The attacker downloads a script “./op” and a series of commands to 
download an additional payload, make that payload executable, and 
create an entry in crontab to continue checking for updates to the 
malware.  

• This event was alerted on and sent to a SEIM at with a “High Priority” 
and deprecated the applications “Forensics” score on the Tetration
security dashboard.

• At this point, appropriate outbound firewall rules implemented by the 
Tetration agent would have prevented the payload from being 
downloaded.



             

The Investigation: Process Behavior Forensics
Now let’s take a look at the host during the time period where we began to see the malicious traffic to get a better understanding of the malware and how the 
host was compromised and how it is executing on the server.

Step 2:

• The initial payload creates an entry in crontab which reaches out to 
the server to download and execute the payload by piping the cURL
output to bash.

• This creates persistence upon reboot without installing a daemon and 
even though the tmp folder may be deleted.



             

The Investigation: Threat Intelligence
Cross-referencing the IP address from which the malware was downloaded shows that the IP is not currently on a blacklist.  Even so, Tetration was able to 
alert on the intrusion because of the fact that it understands the baseline behavior of the web-server and the new connection generated a Compliance 
Violation Alert and a Forensics Alert.



             

The Investigation: Process Hash
Pivoting to look at threat intelligence on the process itself.  Tetration did not flag any blacklist process hash anomalies.  This means that the hash was not 
present in the NIST RDS.  That being said, we can pivot to other Threat Intelligence sources and this hash appears to be known malware in both Talos and 
the larger community.  This means that Cisco Advance Malware Protection would have likely blocked this binary from executing.

Tetration Process Inventory Cisco Talos/AMP



             

The Investigation: Supporting Data
We can see the recurring cron
job that continues to poll the 
payload server.  This provides 
a file-less version of 
persistence.

We can see that the actual 
cryptominer is executing 
directly out of a tmp directory.
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